
URSUIT AURA WADERS

880,00 € 

Estimated delivery time  Not available, delivery time

approx. 1-4 weeks. For more information email us at

info@ursuit.com

URSUIT OY
Teijonkatu 3, FI-20750 Turku, Finland
Tel. +358 20 779 8850
info@ursuit.com

FACTORY OUTLET
Until further notice, please contact us rst before
visiting the outlet. Please notice that we no longer

accept cash payments.
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DESCRIPTION

Ursuit Aura waders are designed for the challenging conditions of the North, without compromising on the well-known

quality of Ursuit. These waders are 100% made in Finland!!

At the request of the shermen, we made waders that are durable and made with Scandinavian style users dimension.

Years of experience in the manufacture of diving and immersion suits were now transferred to waders. We chose high-

quality 4-Tex and Softdura fabrics as our materials, not forgetting YKK's high-quality 100% waterproof zippers.

The lower part of the Ursuit Aura waders, we want to be sure that these waders will not leak from the seams. For this

reason, Softdura fabric combined with PU taping is the most durable solution on the market in terms of wear resistance

and puncture resistance.

The sock part of our waders is also made of Softdura fabric, which is reinforced from the sole of the sock with Melco

reinforcement. The sock made of softdura fabric is comfortable to wear and used in wading shoes.

NOTE! we also o er an option for Softdura socks, the option is a neoprene sock or PU boots!

The upper part of the Ursuit Aura waders is made of technically breathable and at the same time thinner 4-Tex fabric.

There is a 100% waterproof dry pocket for valuables at the top of the waders. The straps are adjustable. The plastic D-loops

on the front of the straps are suitable as attachemt points for small accessories. The innovative wading belt is permanently

mounted on the wading pants. The rubber band on the back of the wading belt increases the comfort and adjustanbility of

the wading belt.

We also added a relief zipper to the waders. YKK's 100% waterproof forging chain is placed horizontally on the fork of the

waders. With this layout of the forging chain, it is easy and quick to use.

Ursuit Aura wading pants are delivered together with the Ursuit Mesh Bag. The package also includes a lubricating wax

stick for dry zippers and repair kit.
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